FGR Group
2511 W. Mt. Houston Rd
Houston Tx 77038
Offc: 281-529-6698 www.fgreps.com
Manufacturer:

Description:

Orders/Terms/ Frt:

AerosUSA is a supplier of high-performance mechanical cable protection. They
offer the Flexa world-leading products and AGRO AG, a top manufacturer that
specializes in cable glands and connectors.

Min Order: $200
PPD Frt: N/A Terms:
N30

ALLTEC is a leader in applying global engineered solutions that reduce risks
associated with direct and indirect lightning strikes, as well as diminishing
hidden effects of surge events.

Min Order: $125
PPD Frt: N/A Terms:
N30

Wiring products include XHHW, DLO, PV, Tray Cable (Type TC copper, aluminum
MC and 20/10), MV105 Single and Multiconductor Shielded and Shielded
Armored ,Mining and Marine Cable

Min Order: *
PPD Frt: $10000
Terms: N30
5000' Alum
3000' Copper

Dongan Electric manufactures a broad range of standard, specialty and custom
transformers for OEMs and End-users for a variety of applications. Products are
General Purpose, Control, Buck-Boost, Drive Isolation

Min Order: N/A
PPD Frt: $1000*
Terms: N30
* stocked/ cataloged

S. TX

N. TX

OK

STOCK:

Lyte Poles was founded to meet the continued focus on partner demands for
high-quality and technologically advanced pole products .

Min Order: $100
PPD Frt: $1500
Terms: N30

Penn Aluminum manufacturers the highest quality UL listed Rigid and EMT
conduit in the industry in trade sizes 1/2” thru 6”. Made in USA

Min Order: $100
PPD Frt: 3500lbs
Terms: N30

Houston
Stock

Perma-Cote pioneered PVC-coated rigid metal conduit nearly 50 years ago and
has been the market leader ever since. The first and still most specified offering
the highest quality product in the market.

Min Order: $250
PPD Frt: $7500
Terms: N30

Texas
Stock

Raytec is the global technology leader for Hazardous Area Lighting. Raytec
manufactures a full range of globally certified luminaires to provide a solution for
applications where there is a risk of explosion due to gas or dust.

Min Order: N/A
PPD Frt: FOB
Terms: N30

RDA Lighting Inc. serves the electrical distribution market with well-designed,
cost-effective, and energy-efficient LED lighting products. RDA designs,
manufactures, assembles, and distributes commercial and industrial LED
lighting products.

Min Order: $100
PPD Frt: $1200
Terms: N30

Rex Power Magnetics is a dry-type transformer design and manufacturing
company, headquartered in Canada. They are an nnovative supplier of highquality CSA certified and UL listed power magnetic products for markets in North
America and overseas.

Min Order: $100
PPD Frt: $2500
Terms: N30

Founded in 1937, RectorSeal is the leading manufacturer of chemical specialty
sealants, cements, fire-stop specialties and other related products.

Min Order: $100
PPD Frt: $2200
Terms: N30

SP Products manufactures innovative and patented electrical contractor
products designed to help do jobs SAFER-BETTER-FASTER and save tremendous
amounts of time equating to more money saved.

Min Order: N/A
PPD Frt: $2500
Terms: N30

SSI manufactures multiple lines of SPDs for both AC and DC power systems as
well as data and telecommunications systems for 5 to 7200 volts.

Min Order: None
PPD Frt:
Terms: N30

Ushio America, Inc. is a leading manufacturer of specialty and architectural
lamps and DLC listed commercial LED lighting products.

Min Order: $100
PPD Frt: *
Terms: N30
Lamps $750
Linear $1500

Voltec Power & Lighting manufactures innovative and quality products that
include extension cords, adapters, temporary power, work lights, cord reels,
power & surge strips, household cords and wiring devices.

Min Order: $300
PPD Frt: $1750
Terms: N30

Houston
Stock

Min Order: $100
PPD Frt: *(Houston)
Terms: N30
$3500 Strut
$1500 Fittings

Houston
Stock

Wesanco Inc. manufactures the WESTRUT Channel System. Industry recognized
products include the Westrut Channel System of continuous-slot metal framing
channel, fittings, pipe clamps, and accessories.

Houston
Stock

